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PHASE DISTRIBUTION MEASUREMENTS IN NARROW RECTANGULAR

CHANNELS USING IMAGE-PROCESSING TECHNIQUES
/

C. L.Bentley
, A.E. Ruggles

ABSTRACT

Phase distributionof air-water fl0w in a narrowrectangularchannel is
examinedusing image-processingtechniques. Inkis addedto thewater, and clear
channelwails are used to allow high-speed, still photographsandvideo tape to be
taken of the air-waterflow field. Flow field images aredigitized and stored in a
Macintosh IIci computer using a frame grabber board. Local grey levels are
related to liquid thickness in the flow channel using a calibrationfixture. Image-
processing shareware is used to calculate the spatially averaged liquid thickness
from the image of the flow field. Time-averaged spatial liquid distributionsare
calculated using image calculation algorithms, The spatially averaged liquid
distribution is calculated from the time-averaged spatial liquid distributionto
formulatethe combined temporally and spatiallyaveragedliquid fraction values.

- The temporally and spatially averaged liquid fractions measured using this
technique compare well to those predictedfrom pressure gradientmeasurements

. at zero superficial liquid velocity.

1. INTRODUCTION

Many fuel assemblies for high-flux research reactors are cooled by systems of parallel
narrow rectangular channels. A schematic of the fuel assembly of one such reactor, the High
Flux Isotope Reactor (HFIR) located at Oak Ridge National Laboratory,is shown in Fig. 1. A
typical cooling channel for the fuel assembly has a span of 84 mm and a gap of 1.27 mm. The
length of the cooling channel is 610 mm.

HFIR is cooled by single-phase forced convection under normal operating conditions.
However, two-phase forced convection or two-phase mixed convection can occur in the fueled

region as a result of some hypothetical accidents. Such flow conditions would occur only at
decay power levels. The system pressurewould be -.0.15 MPa in such circumstances.

Griffith (1964) examined adiabatic two-phase flows in several flow geometries,
including rectangular channels, and developed a relationship between the gas and liquid
superficial velocities and the channel average void fraction. Griffithobserved that the channel

. span was the more important dimension in modeling two-phase slug flows in channels. Griffith's
model has been used successfully to predict data taken in rectangular channels with various
cross sections (Griffith 1964, Mishima et al. 1988, Sadatomi and Sato 1982, Jones and Zuber

" 1978, and Moujaes and Dougall 1985). His formulation was originally developed for the fully
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Fig. 1. High Flux Isotope Reactor fuel assembly°

developed slug flow regime. However, it has performed well for void fractions rangingup to
80%.

The HFIR fuel assembly cooling channels have a length-to-span ratio of 8. Thus, the
two-phase flow conditions in the fuel assembly may not be well developed. The HFIR channel
cross section has a span-to-gap ratio of 66. This is beyond the maximum span-to-gap ratio of
20.8 examined in previous work (Mishimaet al. 1988). The unusualdimensions of the channel
cross section and the developing nature of the flow challenged the applicability of the model
proposed by Gfiffith (1964). This study was conducted to verify and/or develop models foruse
in the analysis of low-mass flux cocurrent two-phase upflow situations in the HFIR fuel
assembly.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

A single, unheated channel with a cross section of 127.0 by 1.76 mm was constructed
from two sheets of Lexan separated by spacers, as shown in Fig. 2. Two steel bar assemblies
supported the two Lexan sheets externally (Fig. 3). Each assembly was milled fiat on the side
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contacting the Lexan and held in piace by eight "C" clamps positioned four along each side of
the channel. This ensured that the Lexan sheets remained flat and parallel. The average gap in
the assembly was checked by draining segments of the channel into a buret and found to be

1.76:1:0.03 mm. The channel width was 127.0 mm. The channel inlet and exit plenums were

203 mm in diameter and 250 mm tall. The channel inlet and exit connections to the plenums
were sharp edged.

Four ro_neters measured the volume flow of air to two porous sinter plates mounted in
- stainless manifolds at the bottom of the flow channel. The sinters, mounted flush to the inside

surface of the channel wall, extended across the entire span of the channel. The total length of
. the flow channel was 1.35 m from the bottom of the porous sinter to the upper plenum. Flow

visualization studies were possible along the channel from a height of 0.2 to 1.0 m. The top
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O.15m had aluminumwalls to aid in the constn!cUonof thejunction with the upperplenum. A
bank of four rotametersaccomplished liquid-ml_ssflux measurements. A high-head centrifugalf

pump circulated the liquid flow through the c_hannel.The metering valves upstream of the
ro_neters providedmost of the pressure drop in the system, ensuringa steadyliquid-mass flux
through the channel. Ali rotameters were c_fiibrated,and reported air rotameter volume
measurements were corrected for variations between the calibration pressure, operation
pressure, and in-channel pressure. The metered air and water supplies were connected to the
channel to study cocurrent upflow in these tests. The maximum uncertainty in the reported air
volume flux was +7%.

Local pressure gradients were measured using a single air-wate manometer. This
manometer could be connected to any pair of four pressure taps located along the channel. The
air legs of the manometer were isolated from the flow in the channel by four reservoirs of large
diameter (Fig. 3). The pressure taps were 1':._atedat the edge of the channel span to prevent air
from enteringthe manometer lines during operation. Carewas taken to check the liquid portions
of the manometer lines for air before taking pressure measurem(_"ts.The pressure differences
measured by the manometer were correctto within +95 Pa.

The liquid used in these experiments is 1000 parts water to 2 parts ink by volume. The
surface tension of the water and ink was measured consistent with ASTM 1590-60 as

66.4 dyn]cm. The hydraulic diameter of the test channel was scaled to match a HFIR cooling
channel with steam-water flow at 0.15 MPa based on the EOtv0snumber,
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, 3. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES

A Sony DXC-325 shuttered video camera was used to record the phase distribution
images across the span of the channel. A uniform diffused light source was positioned behind
the flow channel. Shutterspeeds of either 1 or 2 ms were used. Figure4 shows the arrangement
of the video camera, channel,andlight source,

The video images Weretransferredto a Macintosh IIci computerusing a framegrabber
card manufacturedby Data Translation(Model Number DT2255). The images were analyzed
using the Image 1.33q software available free through the National Institutes of Health (NIH)
Research Services ]:;ranch.*Final spatial resolutionof the digitized image of the flow field was
0.3 by 0.3 mm per p_el.

The relationship between grey level and liquid thickness was determined using a
calibration section constructedfrom Lexan (Fig. 5). The calibratorwas filled with liquid from

*The Image 1.33q software is available at the network address: FTP Sumex-Aim. Stanford. EDU.
Anonymous users can access sharewareunder the password"Guest," using standard UNIX commands. The Image
file is listed underthe root directoryapplication.

ORNL-DWG 91M-3223 ETD
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Fig. 4. Phase distribution image capture technique.
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the flow facility and recorded using the same technique used for the images of the channel. The
digitized image of the calibration fixture was then used to relate grey levels to liquid thickness
(Fig. 6). Note that the calibrator walls were inclined just 1.2° to one another, making the
influence of refraction on the calibration results negligible. A linear relationship existed between
the grey level and liquid thickness that persisted over a wide range of exposure conditions. The
distribution of grey levels in the images of the flow field were converted to a distribution of
liquid thicknesses using the image calibration feature in the Image 1.33q software. Images of the
flow section with full liquid and full air were recorded with each photographic session to verify
the spatial uniformity in lighting and to establish the full liquid and full air grey levels for the
calibration of grey level to liquid thickness. The spatial variation in the measured liquid
thickness due to spatial variations in the lighting never exceeded :t:6%of the total channel gap.
Note that the average grey level over the entire spatial field of the image was used for the
calibration of liquid thickness to grey level. Therefore, the variation in the temporally and
spatially averaged liquid fraction values will be less than the variation in the local spatial liquid
thickness.

Five images taken at identical flow conditions were averaged to calculate time-averaged
liquid fractions for each flow condition. Ali images reported here were taken at the top of the
Lexan portion of the channel in the position shown in Fig. 3. The full width of the flow channel
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was included in each image, and the image height included 100 mm of the channel height,
Figure 7 depicts a typical image from each flow regirr,e.

The channel average void fraction measured using the image-processing technique was
compared against the void fraction calculated from the local pressure gradient. The local
pressure gradient is related to the average void fraction by

+o ,]gh. (2>
This relationship holds when viscous wall drag is negligible; it is used here for data

taken at zero liquid superficial velocity. Figure 8 compares the void fraction calculated using
these two techniques.

The small spacing between the Lexan walls makes surface tension forces significant.
Therefore, the liquid distribution across the gap of the channel tends to be either in the form of
two very thin films resting on the channel wall or ali liquid (Fig. 9). The thin, liquid film forms
as a result of the pressure inside the disk being -80 Pa greater lJ_anthat in the liquid, where the
pressure difference between the gas and liquid can be expressed approximately as a function of

" the surface tension and the minimum radius of curvature at the interface,

• Pg -Pl = a(1/Rmin) . (3)
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Fig. 7. Typical flow regime image of (a) disk flow, (b) slug flow, (c) churn flow,
and (d) annular flow.

i

The minimum radius of curvature can be taken as half the spacing between the Lexan
channel walls. Dark lines appear around disks as a result of the refraction of light at the liquid-
air interfaces near the disk perimeter. Figure 10 shows the variation in the grey level across a
section of a disk. Those grey levels exceeding the grey level corresponding to ali liquid are due
to refraction and reflection of light at the perimeter of the disk. Average void fraction values
were calculated by setting the maximum allowable grey level at the value corresponding to
when the channel is full of liquid. The void fraction values calculated in this manner did not
vary significantly from those calculated without the correction when the disk diameters
exceeded 10 mm on average. However, this phenomenon is responsible for the failure of the
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present image-processing technique in predicting the channel-average void fraction in the
bubbly flow regime. More complicated image-processing algorithms of the type employed by
Hassan and Blanehat (1990) allow accurate calculation of the average void fraction in the
bubbly flow regime.

4. MEASURED DRIFT FLUX PERFORMANCE

Figure 11 shows the calculated airvelocity as a functionof the total superficial velocity,
where the airvelocity is given as

U& ----&(z ' (4)

and the total superficial velocity is defined as

J =J8+h . (5)

A general formulation of the drift flux model was developed by Wallis (1969) for slug flows in
the form

U&= Clj + C2U** , (6)
where

U**= K1_gwAp / Pt •

The coefficient C1 is given in a table by Griffith (1964) as a function of the aspect ratio
of the chann_Across section. The coefficient C1 is equal to 1.13 for the channel cross section
tested here. The coefficient C2 is usually taken as unity for fully developed slug flows when the
liquid slugs are in the turbulentregime (i.e., Rej > 8000). The velocity, U**,is defined as the rise
velocity of a gas slug through a stagnant liquid column. Griffith gives the value for K1 as a
function of the aspect ratio of the channel cross section. The value for K1 is 0.23 for channels
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with very large ratios of spanover gap, such as that tested here. Note thatthis limiting value for
K1 was taken from an analytical study of rising plane bubbles by Birkhoff and Carter (1957).
Figure 11plots the model from Ofiffith (1964) and predicts the data in the disk and slug regime
reasonably weil.

Several gas velocity measurements were made in the disk and slug regimes using time
of flight measurement techniques. These measurements are also reported in Fig. 11 and are
consistent with the gas velocities measured using the image-processing technique.

5. FLOW REGIMES

The flow regime transitionsin Fig. 11 are forzero superficial liquid velocity. However,
the position of the flow regime transitions did not change significantly for the range of
superficial liquid velocities examinedin these tests.

The flow regimes in narrowchannels are somewhat different from those that occur in
tubes and armuli.Conventional bubbly flow exists when thebubble diameters are less than the
channel gap. However, bubbles with diametersapproaching the channel gap dimension assume

• disk shapes as they become trapped between the channel walls (Fig. 9). The disks remain
relatively round until their diameter approaches 20 mm. Larger disks with flat bottoms become
apparent as the superficial gas velocity is increased.
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The beginning of the disk-to-slug flow transition is chosen to correspond to when the
large disks in the flow have widths greater than half the span of the channel, with the flow
observations being made at the top of the channel, Smallerdisks in the wake of largerdisks
rapidlycatchandcoalescewiththelargerdisksatthedisk-to-slugflowtransition.Therefore,the

, natureoftheflowfieldvariesconsiderablyalongthelengthoftheLcxanchannel,Thisbehavior .
continuesthroughouttheslugflowregime.

The slug-to-chumflowregimetransitionwaschosenwhen theliquidslugsbecame

muchshorterthanthegasslugs.Theliquidslugsbecomeverytransientatthistransitiondueto
rapidcoalescenceofthegasslugs.Liquidbridgesacrossthechannelspanarealternatelyformed

andbrokeninthechumflowregime.The liquidbridgesareconnectedandfedbytworapidly
fallingliquidstreamsatbothsidesofthechannelspan.Whiletheslugflowregimeshowed
significantvariationalongtheheightofthechannel,thechum flowregimeassumeda fully
developedformwithin200mm ofthebeginningoftheclearsectionofthechannel.

The chum-to-annularflowtransitiononFig.II denoteswhen liquidslugsnolonger
bridgethechannelspanasthe,uperficialgasvelocityisfurtherincreased.Theliquidstilltends
tobceithercompletelybridgingthegapbetweentheLcxanchannelwallsorresidingintwothin

(i.e.,5/equalto0.2mm onaverage)smoothfilms,fullywettingtheLcxanwalls.Wavesform
ontheliquidfilm,wettingtheLcxanchannelwallsasthesuperficialgasvelocityapproaches

1.5m/s.Theliquidstillfallsinstreamsatbothsidesofthechannelspan.Occasionallyalarge
wavewillforminoneofthefallingstreams.Theliquidinthecrestofthewaveisentrainedin

thegascoreandcarriedupward.A typicalwaveofthistypeisshowninFig.7.Furtherincrease
intheliquidsuperficialvelocityresultsinchanneldry-outunderconditionsofzerosuperficial
liquidvelocity.

Figure12depictsthedistributionofliquidacrossthespanfortheannulazflowimagein
Fig.7.TheliquidfilmthicknessontheLexanchannelwallisminimumattheccntcrlineofthe

channelspan.Notethatthemajorityoftheliquidinthechannelactuallyresidesinthefilmon
theLcxanwalls.

6. FUTURE WORK

Furtherinvestigationisneededtounderstandwhy theimage-processingtechnique
consistentlypredictsslightlyhighervaluesofvoidfractionthanthehydrostaticpressure
mchniqucfromEq.(2).A separate,independenttechniqueformeasuringliquidfilmthicknesses
may beusedforthistask,

A studyisplannedofthevelocityandtemperaturefieldsdownstreamofa partialinlet
flowblockageofaHFIRfuelelementcoolingchannel.The imagecapturehardwareandimage-
processingsoftwarewillbeusedinconjunctionwiththermochromicfrm tomeasurethespatial
temperaturevariationoftheheatedwalldownstreamofablockage.

7.CONCLUSIONS

The image-processing technique developed herein is useful for gathering information on
the void fraction for adiabatic flows in narrow, rectangular channels. The technique is most
easily employed for flow situations in which the surface tension controls the liquid distribution
between the transparent walls of the channel.
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Fig. 12. Liquid distribution for annular flow.

Da_a on the liquid distribution across the channel span can also be obtained using this
technique. Data on the distribution of the liquid for the annular flow regime could support
modeling of interfacial drag terms during cocurrent and countercurrcnt a_nular flow. Current

models assume all the liquid is in two films on either side of the channel span, due to Mishima
and Nishthara (1984) and Cheng (1991). Ruggles (1990) proposed a model in which the annular
countercurrcnt flow in the channel was modeled as two sets of planar films, with half of the

liquid in the films across the channel gap and half in the films across the channel span. More
realistic models are possible when information on the actual liquid distribution is available.
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, Appendix A
,,

- MEASUREMENT UNCERTAINTY

" A.1 VOID FRACTION FROM PRESSURE GRADIENT METHOD

The equation for thepressuregradientis given as a function of void
fractionsuch that

= + .
Solving for the void fraction for situations in which the density of the vapor is much less than
the density of the liquid, we see that

AP
ct=l------ .

ptgh (A.2)

For small, finite quantities we can write

/)ct __.-Act . (A.3)

Now, using the chain rule forpartial differential equations, we can write that

Act = /)ct A(AP) + /)ct
/)---_ ._-Aht . (A.4)

From Eq. (A.3) we see that

/)ct 1

/)AP ptght (A.5)

and

/)a AP

= _ ' (A.6)

Substituting Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) into Eq. (A.4), we obtain the following equation:

Aa = A(AP)+ __
plghT plgh_ " (A.7)

Now, expanding the pressure uncertainty in Eq. (A.7) we see that

AP = ptghM . (A.8)
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Using the chain rule forpartial differentials, we obtain the following:

0AP

a(_,)= _--h-_-u_M . (A,9)

FromEq, (A.8) we obtain

OhM Ptg . (A.10)

Substituting Eq. (h.10) into F4. (h.9), we obtain

A(AP) = PtgAhu • (A.11)

Now, substituting Eq. (A.11) into F-xi.(A.7), we see that

A,X= - _--_ + _r
hT plgh_ " (A.12)

So, from Eq. (A.12), Table A.1, and physical constants, we obtain the foUowing value for the
uncertainty of the void fraction from the pressure gradient method:

Aot = 0.0157 . (A.13)
d

Table A.1. Quantitative data for uncertainty measurement

Quantity Measurement Uncertainty

V 27.45 cm 3 0.25 cm3
hM 45.72 cm 0.50era
hT 25.41 cm 0.50 cm
S 12.70 cm 0.10cm
A 2.16 cm2 0.0027 em2

A.2 CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA

The cross-sectional area is given as a function of volume and channel span such that

V
m _.. _ •

S (A.14)

Using the chain rule for partial differentials, we obtain the following equation:

0A OA

a4 = TY AV+ _ _S . (A.15)
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From Eq, (A,14) we see that

- /_A 1

' /)"_"= "_" (A,16)

and

OA V

"_ = - S-"2"' (A.17)

Substituting Eqs, (A,16)and (A.17) into Eq. (A.15), we obtain the following equation:

AA= AV V
S S_AS ' (g. lS)

Using Table A.1, we obtain the following value for the uncertainty of the cross-
sectionalarea:

AA = 0.00267cre2. (A.19)
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Appendix B

• REFRACTION OF LIGHT AROUND THE DISK EDGE

A problem was detected during the transformation from the Nikon 35-mm still shots to '_i
the computer flies stored from the image-processing equipment. The disks appeared to have a
dark rim or ring around their edges. These dark rings are displayed in the form of a column-
averaged grey level plot taken across a disk with a dark ring (see Fig, 10). Note that the grey
level of the dark rim is -15 units higher than the liquid grey level; thus, the average grey level
of the image is increased. Further, this increase in the average grey level of the Image will
decrease the channel-averaged void fraction of the image,

This dilemma was ultimately resolved as a light refraction problem upon a thorough
study of the light transmission angle as a function of the interface angle of liquid to air. Refer to
Fig. B.1 for the graphical representation of this work, Note that the light was completely
refracted (i.e., no transmission) at an angle of 40° between the air and liquid interface relative to
the channel wall. Further, the magnitude of this light refraction problem was found by plotting
the volume fraction of the bubble with and without the black rim as a function of the disk

radius. Given as Fig. B.2, the graph shows that as the disk radius increases, the volume fraction
approaches I; thus, the effects of the light refractionare diminished as the disk radiusincreases,
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Fig. B.1. Refraction transmission angle.
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Finally, to eliminate the problem with the dark tings aroundthe disks, two separate
methods are being tested. First, the image-processing software allows the user to thresholdthe
upperlimit of the grey level; therefore, the software truncatesany grey level that exceeds it to
the threshold or a specified value. Unfortunately, the thresholding method is quite sensitive
because the thresholdingcould at times truncatethe greylevels of the liquid instead of the dark
tings. Second, the image-processin_ softwarecontains particleanalysis capabilities.This allows
the disk to be selected and uniformly given a desiredgrey level. This method is quite useful for
the relatively largerdisks but ,does not detect the disks when the radiusis only slightly larger
than the channel separation,.Note that the particleanalysismethod is still being tested.
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